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Timeless, classic appeal suitable 

for a modern kitchen

Every granite worktop is unique, 

and each has an exceptional 

history. For many people, it’s this 

very individuality that makes a 

granite worktop so special.

What’s more, granite worktops 

have a natural beauty and a 

harmonious colour palette; giving 

rise to a multitude of variations in 

colour.  

Just as important for busy, modern 

kitchens, granite is low-

maintenance and retains its 

natural beauty for years; providing 

outstanding stain and heat 

resistance and a cool, sterile 

surface for the preparation of food.

It’s no wonder therefore, that 36% 

of homebuyers feel that the 

kitchen is the number one turn-on, 

with granite worktops a close 

second. 



Granite and quartz worktops.  

What’s the difference?

Granite has a natural beauty and a 

combination of hues that gives it a 

harmonious colour palette.  

Quartz, on the other hand -

although a natural material in 

nature - is engineered to create an 

immense range of colours. So, 

from pure whites to greys, to deep 

reds, mirrors and sparkles, quartz 

kitchen worktops come in all the 

colours of the rainbow. And can be 

made to suit any interior design 

scheme.

Apart from the aesthetics, the 

attributes of granite and quartz are 

similar, but not entirely the same. 

Both are heat resistant and can 

withstand a warm pan being 

placed directly upon them. 

However, quartz worktops have 

resin added to bind the minerals 

together during the manufacturing 

process. This means quartz can 

be damaged by extreme heat, so a 

worktop protector should be used. 

That said, quartz is only three 

levels below the hardness of 

diamond, so it's almost entirely 

scratch resistant.  And, unlike 

granite, quartz is non-porous, and 

by default is non-bacterial. This 

means it’s tough to stain quartz, 

whereas granite can absorb liquids 

if the seal has started to wear.



Is granite scratch proof?  

Granite is harder than most 

metals. On the Mohs Scale of 

Hardness, it’s a 7. To give you an 

idea of how hard that is, diamonds 

are ranked the hardest at number 

10!

As an organic rock, formed over 

500 million years ago from 

magma, then cooled deep within 

the continental plates of the earth’s 

crust, it's safe to say that all that 

hard work by mother nature has 

made granite impervious to 

scratching by hot pots, pans, and 

the day-to-day stresses of modern 

kitchen life! 

Put simply; no man-made material 

can stand up to the durability of 

granite as a worktop material. 

Even natural materials such as 

slate, marble, sandstone, 

soapstone and limestone are 

softer, and more affected by acids.



How to choose the right colour 

when selecting a granite worktop? 

Many complex and precious 

minerals are trapped within the 

structure of granite, resulting in a 

multitude of colour variations 

including white, cream, beige, 

pink, brown, grey, black, green 

and tan. Not to mention many 

multi-coloured surfaces. That’s 

what makes each piece unique.

However unlike quartz – which is 

available in literally hundreds of 

colours - granite is a natural 

material. This means that in most 

cases, your worktop will be a 

natural shade, chosen to work with 

the desired colour scheme for your 

kitchen. 

Here are our tips when selecting 

the right worktop for you:

• Pay attention to the colours of 

the other objects in the kitchen. 

You don't want to clash!  

• Consider a monochromatic 

colour scheme which takes a 

single colour or hue, and uses 

different shades, tints and  tones 

to create a comforting effect 

• Develop a complementary 

colour scheme. Opposing 

colours on a colour wheel are 

complementary because they 

work well together

• Consider colours that sit next to 

one another on the wheel to 

create a  classical balance.

We offer a personalised 

consultation service to help you to 

select the right granite worktops 

for you. 



What should you pay for a granite 

kitchen worktop? 

The market price for granite is 

determined by a variety of factors, 

including supply and demand, as 

well as colour, movement, 

character, and how accessible the 

material is for quarrying and 

shipping.

Many dense black granites are 

charged at a premium of around 

£330 per square metre. White 

granites are popular at both ends 

of the spectrum with affordable 

granites available at around £220 

per square metre and the most 

exclusive white granites priced at 

around £480 per square metre.

Colourful, rare, and dramatic 

stones can be more expensive. 

Blue Eyes granite, for example, is 

found only in one location in the 

world. Quarried by an indigenous 

Inuit tribe (to order) for only four 

months of the year, the price per 

square metre is an unsurprising 

£870! 

However, a price difference does 

not necessarily mean a difference 

in performance or quality. 

Overall, granite is extremely 

durable, low-maintenance, and a 

beautiful way to enhance your 

kitchen and living space for many, 

many years to come.



What to look for when selecting a 

granite worktop supplier?

Here are some key things to 

consider when selecting your 

granite worktop supplier.

• Check out what other customers 

have to say about the company. 

Look at third-party review 

websites like FreeIndex. Social 

media is also great for 

researching customer feedback 

• Talk to the people at the 

company and find out whether 

they are passionate and 

knowledgeable about the work 

they do from the very first 

contact

• Find out if  the business is 

managed by the owners who 

deal directly with customers, or 

a shareholder-led company 

where turnover takes precedent 

above customer satisfaction

• Find out if you will deal with the 

same people across a job to 

ensure quality levels

• Ask if template and fitting 

included in the quote

• Ask where the work will be 

carried out; at the supplier's 

factory or onsite in your garden!

• Do they supply a range of 

granites? And can they advise 

on what will work best for you? 

Don't trust anyone that tries to 

sell you the most expensive 

granite without first 

understanding your needs

• Are all possible extra itemised at 

the quoting stage? They can 

push up the price once you have 

agreed to the work

• Have they reassured you that 

your worktops will be installed 

on your specified date? And, if 

your build or kitchen project runs 

over, are they flexible and 

accommodating with your new 

dates? 

http://www.freeindex.co.uk/profile(cheshire-granite-worktops)_398835.htm


Putting the finishing touches to 

your granite kitchen worktop

As part of your kitchen design, there are a variety of additional features 

you can add to enhance the final appearance of your granite worktops. 

These include: 

DRAINER 

GROOVES

WINDOW 

SILL

UNDER 

SILL
UPSTAND

ISLAND 

UNIT

CURVED 

CORNERS

EDGE 

PROFILE

UNDER-

MOUNT 

SINK

BACK 

SPLASH

BREAKFAST

BAR



What’s the process for installing 

granite kitchen worktops? 

As a customer, what can you 

expect from your initial enquiry 

through to the final fitting? Here’s a 

very brief outline of the process:

• Free design consultation 

service. This starts with a visit 

to our showroom in Knutsford 

• Free at home measuring 

service. We can arrange to visit 

your home to give advice on 

how your new worktop will fit

• Quotes. Clear, precise, and 

easy to read with any plans 

included

• Adjustments. Any final amends 

before the job is confirmed

• Payments. We ask for a 50% 

deposit payment seven days 

before the agreed templating 

date. Only once the worktops 

are fitted, and you have 

inspected and signed the work 

off, will we then take the balance

• Templates. We book the 

templating in line with your 

needs, arranging a date, as 

close to your kitchen fitting as 

possible. However, if you need 

to change the date, we're quite 

understanding! 

• Installation. Once fabricated, 

your worktops are fitted within 

five working days, unless you 

request a delay. At Cheshire 

Granite Worktops the template 

and installation are always done 

by the same person, to ensure 

quality of work

• Aftercare and support. You 

can call us at any time to ask for 

advice on your worktop. Even 

years later!



How seamless should your granite 

worktop joints be? 

Achieving a perfect joint on a 

granite worktop is a highly skilled 

task. 

Generally, the maximum length for 

a single piece without jointing is 

3000mm. However, if the worktop 

has a cut-out for a hob or sink, this 

may need to be shorter, as once 

made the worktop becomes weak 

at the points either side of the hole. 

The longer the length, the more 

likely the granite will fracture during 

fabrication and installation.

Once made, all the pieces should 

be placed on the units, without 

adhesive to be checked for the 

correct size, shape, and 

positioning. Exposed edges and 

corners should be checked, as well 

as the surface level. Any 

discrepancies must be rectified at 

this stage. 

A space of 1mm should be left 

between the surface edge and the 

wall to allow for expansion and 

contraction.

All joints should be as 

inconspicuous as possible with a 

coloured matched epoxy resin. Our 

joints are less than 3mm wide. We 

never use silicone to seal seams, 

as while it’s a quick and easy fix, it 

is highly ineffective.

Your worktop should be cleaned 

before sealer is applied. Seals 

should be closed with professional 

seaming clamps and removed with 

any excess adhesive once 

completely dry. Worktops should 

then be carefully cleaned . 

If you are having upstands 

installed, a flexible adhesive should 

be used between the wall and 

worktop to prevent water from 

entering the back of the cabinet.

Always ask your fabricator how 

they will template and install your 

worktops. Quality levels can vary 

across the stone industry. 





Looking after your granite kitchen 

worktop

Granite worktops are a lifetime investment, but they need the right ongoing 

care and attention. Here are our top tips to keep your granite looking fresh 

and new. 

• Granite is micro-porous, so make sure your worktop is sealed 

thoroughly. To check, leave a few drops of water on the surface. If it 

beads up, you have a secure seal. If, after a few minutes the water has 

soaked into the granite, then it’s time to reseal

• Be careful with substances such as acidic or spirit based products such 

as perfume, drinks like red wine, or citric acids found in fruit. Likewise 

oily products such as cooking oils can stain if allowed to soak into 

worktops over time

• Wipe up spills as soon as you notice them

• Use warm water, a mild or gentle dish soap, and or microfiber cloth for 

daily wipe over

• Use coasters under all glasses

• Use chopping boards to help reduce the risk of damage to your 

surfaces. And your knives as granite will blunt them!

• Never use harsh or abrasive cleaners and sponges, Windex, acidic 

cleaners (e.g. vinegar, lemon, lime), or anything with ammonia or bleach

• Don't drag pots, pans or any other kitchen utensils or appliances across 

the surface because even with just a grain of salt underneath, it may 

result in a scratch

• Don't stand on your worktops as this can damage the joints.



Some interesting facts about 

granite!

Have you ever wondered where 

granite comes from or what it is 

made of? Well, wonder no more! 

• Granite can be predominantly 

white, pink, or grey in colour, 

depending on its mineralogy

• Some granite worktops have 

taken over 4 BILLION years to 

form. From molten magma 

cooled deep within the earth's 

crust to kitchen worktops, it's no 

wonder they last so long!

• Granite is an igneous rock with 

at least 20% quartz and up to 

65% alkali feldspar. (By 

comparison, quartz worktops 

contain 93% crushed quartz)

• The word granite comes from 

the Latin granum, a grain, in 

reference to the coarse-grained 

structure of the rock

• The classic salt and pepper look 

comes from a light background 

that is populated with darker 

crystals

• As well as the minerals present, 

the colour of granite is also 

dictated by the speed at which 

the magma has cooled

• Granite is currently known to 

exist only on Earth, where it 

forms a major part of the 

continental crust

• Granite is a very versatile 

material, used not only for 

kitchen worktops but also in 

many commercial buildings, as a 

construction stone, as well as 

gravestones and memorials

• Granite is prized by climbers, for 

its steepness, soundness, crack 

systems, and friction

• Granite is one of the hardest 

minerals in the world at a 7 on 

the Mohs Scale of Hardness. To 

give you an idea of how hard 

that is, diamonds are ranked the 

hardest at number 10!

So you see, the origins and 

usages of granite tell an interesting 

tale, long before it became a  

kitchen worktop!



Get the lingo! A helpful guide to 

buying granite kitchen worktops

Want the heads up on the key 

terms you need to know when 

buying quartz worktops? Say no 

more! 

• Undermount. A cut out made 

precisely to the shape of a sink 

fixed underneath the worktop. 

Gives an amazing finish with the 

inside polished edges on show

• Drainer Grooves. Cut into the 

worktop to act as a water 

drainer. Part function, part 

design

• Inset Sink/Hob Cut Out. An 

unpolished cut out for a top-

mounted sink or hob

• Profile Edge. The shape of the 

worktop edge, the most popular 

being a Double Chamfer, Flat 

Ariss, or Bullnose. 

• Radius Curved Corners. 

Curved edges that match the 

base unit profile below. Some 

fabricators will charge extra for 

large radius curved corners

• Breakfront. Part of the worktop 

that juts out 

• Upstands. A border fitted 

against walls sitting on top of a 

worktop to offer protection and 

give a wonderful finish

• Splashback. A rectangular 

shaped piece of material which 

can be fixed to the wall behind 

the hob, range cooker or sink 

offering protection from cooking 

liquids, steam and/or water.

http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/features/drainer-grooves/
http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/features/edge-profiles/
http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/features/break-front/
http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/features/upstands/
http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/features/back-splash/
http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/features/under-sill/


Cambria Quartz worktops from 

Cheshire Granite Worktops

An independent supplier of granite 
worktops, at Cheshire Granite 

Worktops we make all our work 
surfaces in Knutsford. Our family-run 
business has a range of samples in 
our office, showcasing our 
sophisticated granite palettes.

We are also the first supplier in the 
region to be able to offer Cambria 
quartz. Renowned for transforming 

kitchens and bathrooms into stylish 
spaces – in places such as Palm 

Beach and New York – Cambria 
offers over 130 exquisite designs 
across nine collections and is 
proving to be a popular alternative to 
granite. 

©Cambria Quartz

http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/
http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/blog/knutsford-based-cheshire-granite-worktops-introduces-premier-new-quartz-range-to-cheshire/


Unit G, Stanley Estate, Stanley Road, Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 0EG

Phone: 01565 300065

Email: enquiries@cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk

Twitter: @CheshireGranite

Facebook: facebook.com/cheshiregraniteworktops

With a wealth of knowledge on colours, products, and pricing, at Cheshire 
Granite Worktops we provide you with the perfect worktop solution to 
complement your kitchen design.

Helping you to choose wisely when making an investment in a granite kitchen 
worktop that will change the appearance of your kitchen, we work with you 
every step of the way, taking care of the whole process for you.

If you would like to have a chat with us to find out how updating your worktops 
will add value to your kitchen and home, please do not hesitate to contact us 
today. 

mailto:enquiries@cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk
https://twitter.com/CheshireGranite
https://www.facebook.com/cheshiregraniteworktops
http://www.cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk/

